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20 years of collaboration and co-creation to shape our digital futures
Our 20th-anniversary digital celebration →




DonateShopSubscribe to our newsletter


Our work with partners worldwide focuses on:



Building capacity through collaboration and co-creation
Promoting critical thinking via digital literacy interventions
Field building and advancing specialised knowledge




Highlights
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Marek Tuszynski, Executive Director of Tactical Tech, is recognised by
Mozilla as one of the 25 leaders worldwide shaping the future of the internet

Our Executive Director and co-founder, Marek Tuszynski, has been recognised by Mozilla's Rise 25 Awards as one of the artists and visionary leaders actively shaping a more ethical, responsible, and inclusive future for the internet. The five artists recognised, including Tuszynski, “are being honored for creating innovative and thought-provoking digital artwork, using the internet as their canvas to inspire others and re-think what's possible online”.

Read more →




Our latest news and impact stories
Shifting the conversation around  the impacts of digital technologies


See our latest news

	[image: Visual Proton Lifetime Charity Fundraiser donation]
The 2023 Proton Lifetime Charity Fundraiser donation received by Tactical
Tech will support projects which positively impact communities worldwide
Tactical Tech has received a donation of $70,000 through the Lifetime Charity Fundraiser organised by the secure and encrypted email service Proton Mail. The donation will directly support Tactical Tech's efforts to help communities navigate and respond to the challenges exacerbated by digital technologies.


Read more →
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In The Loop, February 2024
In the Loop, Tactical Tech’s monthly newsletter, includes new
releases, open calls, job opportunities, information about our partners,
events, recommended resources and more.
Read more →
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In The Loop, January 2024
In the Loop, Tactical Tech’s monthly newsletter, includes new
releases, open calls, job opportunities, information about our partners,
events, recommended resources and more.
Read more →
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In The Loop, December 2023
In the Loop, Tactical Tech’s monthly newsletter, includes new
releases, open calls, job opportunities, information about our partners,
events, recommended resources and more.
Read more →
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International Young Catholic Students Africa: igniting digital
transformation in Zimbabwe, Rwanda and Zambia
Our partners International Young Catholic Students (IYCS) Africa
are a non-profit organisation that, since 1937, have been empowering students
across African countries to work for solidarity, freedom, justice and peace in
the world. 
Read more →
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[EXTENDED] Open Call for Partnerships: Organisations Working on Critical
Literacy for Youth in Europe 
We are seeking schools, libraries, cultural centres, civil society
organisations and other who work with youth to test and implement the Critical
ChangeLab model in their contexts.
Read more →
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Tactical Tech has been chosen as one of the recipients of 2023
DuckDuckGo's annual Charitable Donations Program 
Tactical Tech is among the 25 organizations selected by the program
dedicated to supporting initiatives focused on promoting better privacy,
digital rights, greater competition in online markets, and access to
information.
Read more →
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Fundación Internet Bolivia.org: equipping decision-makers and citizens
to advance personal data protection in Bolivia 
Our partners Fundación Internet Bolivia.org work to raise public
consciousness and stimulate discourse through learning platforms, both in the
digital and the physical world, to enhance digital inclusion and data
protection at the local level
Read more →




How we do it
Discover our methodology, collaborative approach and creative processes. 
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Our educational tools and methodologies are accessible for use by diverse
audiences

Our digital and media literacy resources, tools and interventions combine design and pedagogical methodologies into diverse and interactive formats such as tool-kits, guides, workshop curricula, and exhibition objects. They are adaptable, scalable, localisable and translatable, and their Creative Commons license makes them freely accessible to all. Our partners worldwide adopt and adapt them to reach the goals and needs of their communities.

Explore our resources →
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We collaborate with partners across the world to create sustainable impact

We work with partners worldwide  - organisations which are already embedded in and trusted by their communities, who understand the local realities and challenges, and who are engaged in the topics we work on. This approach supports long-term and sustainable impact and allows our projects to scale globally while responding effectively to local cultural and social dynamics.   

Our partners also build the capacity of other organisations and individuals within their local networks, creating a multiplier effect which allows our educational initiatives to reach communities that couldn't be reached otherwise.


Explore our partners directory →




Technology & Society Insights
Pieces written to help people and organisations understand what it means to work in a tech and data-saturated environment.


See all Insights
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	Technology & Society Insights

There Is Plastic In The Clouds
Understanding the real scale and scope and consequences of the
environmental crisis depends on how digital technology influences our thinking
about it in terms of scale and depth and short and long term consequences, as
well as what solutions we can imagine to create and deploy against all this
chaos. Text by Marek Tuszynski
Read more →
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	Technology & Society Insights

An Assessment of the Needs of Educators and Youth in Europe for a Digital
and Media Literacy Education Intervention
Using an interdisciplinary approach that combines educator scoping sessions, research, literature review and youth input sessions, Tactical Tech identified insights and recommendations about topics, formats and facilitation methodologies crucial to creating effective Digital and Media Literacy Educational resources.

Read more →
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	Technology & Society Insights

Digital and Media Literacy Education: Navigating an Ever-Evolving Landscape
This commissioned research report includes the main findings and recommendations regarding the latest developments in the Digital and Media Literacy Education field.

Read more →
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	Technology & Society Insights

Data Scavengers
This guide will provide some examples of how to deal with such data
sets and how to work through them in order to yield interesting results and
stories.
Read more →




Our reach since 2003



400+partnershave collaborated with us to develop and adapt our resources to
their communities’ needs.
90+countriesin which our partners and us have promoted digital and media
literacy among their communities.
30+million peoplehave been reached through our collaborative work with partners worldwide.

Learn more


Our Funders
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Supported by:
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Our past Funders and Supporters
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Visit our current projects
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The Data Detox Kit[image: The Exposing The Invisible logo]

Exposing The Invisible[image: The Digital Enquirer Kit logo]

The Digital Enquirer Kit[image: The Glass Room logo]
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The Influence Industry Project




